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ABSTRACT

1

In safety-critical systems keeping complete trace of requirements
and detailed testing is an extremely relevant part of software development life cycle. Safety standards like ISO 26262, DO178C and
many others prescribe that critical requirements must be completely
traceable. These standards also demand detailed and regression testing of system. Here we present some patterns that deal with these
concerns in an agile way. First set of patterns describe the key mechanism to list the sources of safety requirements and a mechanism
for traceability of those requirements. It uses an approach that satisfies safety standards and adapts agile behavior where possible. The
second pattern is about test automation for safety-critical systems,
which complements our first set of patterns. It decreases the amount
of documentation required for traceability and testing of features
but without any compromise on essential testing. These patterns
will facilitate the team to perform requirement’s traceability and
regular, rigorous testing in a timely and cost efficient manner.

Software traceability and testing have always been considered a
very important property for well-engineered software. The definition is given by Center of Excellence for Software and Systems
Traceability [5] (CoEST). They state that “ability to interrelate any
uniquely identifiable software engineering artifact to any other,
maintain required links over time, and use the resulting network
to answer questions about both the software product and its development process is traceability" [5]. Traceability is an integral
part of the certification and approval process of most of the safetycritical systems. Though traceability is a very important factor in
safety-critical systems [6] [14], yet it is a very elusive quality of
the software development process. The effort, cost, and formalism
required to maintain links for traceability are considered extremely
high and do not go hand in hand with rapid development like
agile [2] [15].
Considering the importance of formal procedure for traceability
of requirements, the U.S Department of Defense has identified the
procedure as one of the seven most critical and needed research
areas. According to them, it must be targeted to ensure the safe
and accurate operations of present and future software-intensive
systems [8]. Agile methodologies are based on 12 principles and
four basic values [3]. A project is said to be truly agile if it follows all
of these principles and values. However, in safety-critical systems, it
is mandatory to be compliant with safety regulations that advocate
detailed documentation of each step. This makes use of any single
agile technique very difficult [22]. For safety-critical projects, the
lack of safety-related documentation can impact communication
and can harm the overall process of communication, especially in
terms of safety requirements [29].
The agile manifesto states that it gives priority to working software over detailed documentation [3]. It seems there is a conflict
between heavy documentation and agile principles [26]. Cohen [7]
argues that there are issues that must be looked upon in written
communication and we should not abandon documentation, instead
we should use the documentation at and for appropriate points,
especially for the development of safety-critical systems [29].
Test automation is one of the key concepts when we try to
develop safety-critical systems with agile methodologies. There are
certain challenges that a team needs to overcome when they want
to develop safety-critical systems by using Scrum or XP (the two
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most widely used agile approaches). These challenges can be test
automation, short iterations, continuous integration and regression
testing [27]. As the project moves, it becomes more complex to
make sure that previously developed modules are working fine. In
this scenario, automated tests can prove to be very useful.
The documentation of these patterns is part of an effort to identify practices that can be used to apply agile in safety-critical
projects.We have performed a systematic literature review to find
out the key issues and problems in adapting agile for safety-critical
systems. It was concluded that agile cannot be adapted completely
for development of safety-critical systems. However, there are some
phases of software development life cycle where we can incorporate agile principles. In future , we will be working on three more
approaches to support the process i.e. automate the requirement
traceability and testing process (the current patterns are the first
steps towards automation of traceability and testing), merge development and safety teams, and anticipate the safety verification.
’Everyone Responsible for Safety’ is an idea about making safety
as part of team responsibility. In Safety Verification we will work
on an approach similar to Test Driven Development that argues to
define test cases with requirements.
In current practices, development of safety-critical systems is
carried out using traditional approaches like waterfall, V model etc.
These patterns are developed for the teams who want to entirely
replace traditional models with agile process models or want to
use agile models in collaboration with traditional models. All agile
iterative process models e.g. scrum, xp etc. are suitable for the
proposed approach. This paper presents first set of patterns for
tracing safety requirements and second pattern for test automation
of safety-critical systems.

2

IDENTIFICATION AND TRACEABILITY OF
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Context
In agile process models requirements are communicated in a very
informal way, mostly by on-site meetings with customers. On the
other hand, the traceability matrix requires a formal requirement
specification document to proceed with the process [13]. The principles of agile processes make it difficult to follow a static documentcentric model. To establish a link between requirement changes and
design constructs, new/changed requirements must be mapped onto
previous specifications. Agile in its nature does not provide room
for traceability, hence to incorporate it in agile, the process has to
be integrated from the very first step. The initial informal meetings
about customer needs and their refinement to requirements must be
addressed formally. Developing software is an exploratory process
and thus there must be some mechanism to handle the change or
more formally a mechanism of change management must be in
place. To create safety-critical systems with agile, quality of process
must be maintained with best practices for planning, traceability
and continuous gathering and validation of requirements [13].
Solutions proposed for agile processes must be supportive of
these human-centric practices and must be adapted in the form of
user stories, plans or tasks to accommodate changes.

2.2

Motivation

For example, the DO-178C standard [25], which the USA Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) has established as the means of
certifying that software aspects of airborne systems comply with
airworthiness requirements, specifies a very detailed set of traceability requirements including the need to provide traceability between
source code and low-level requirements “to enable verification of
the absence of undocumented source code and verification of the
complete implementation of the low-level requirements.” Similarly,
the USA Food and Drug Administration (FDA) states that traceability analysis must be used to verify that the software design
implements the specified software requirements, all aspects of the
design are traceable to software requirements and that all code is
linked to established specifications and test procedures [10].
Christopher Lee et al. [21] claim that many informal techniques
are used in agile methodologies especially for elicitation of requirements and implementing them. They further argue that the
document-centric approach does not fit well with agile principles.
To deal with the issue of traceability, it is important that we first
deal with the technique for gathering requirements and refining
them into formal specifications.
Scrum is one of the most widely used process models. It has
user stories to deal with requirements which are a very informal
way of handling requirements. It is based on meetings and views
of different stakeholders, taken in terms of user stories written in
no particular format. Jacobsson [18] argues that teams who follow
Scrum consider it to be the magical solution. They think that, by
following Scrum from start to end at each step, all problems will be
solved, which is not the case in reality. Especially the informal way
of handling requirements is not sufficient for traceability. Scrum
suggests that for each sprint there is a meeting of all stakeholders
and they come up with user stories as requirements written in
an informal style. However, the challenge is, if we start making
detailed documentation in every sprint, the process will loose its
ability to deliver modules in short time sprints.
There is a need for some mechanism that can suggest a way of
taking and tracing requirements [28] while staying agile in Scrum.
By staying agile we mean doing it in a short time for each sprint
of Scrum. This [24] becomes more critical when we talk about
safety-critical systems where traceability of requirements is not
an option instead it is a must-have property of the process when
dealing with the development of safety-critical requirements [12]
[4]. This difference in the basic nature of both processes makes it
difficult to perform traceability with agile process models [30].

2.3

Forces
• Traceability: Traceability is an issue in safety-critical systems in its very own nature also, as for safety certifications it
is required to have a complete track of traceability of requirements. To perform this efficiently is a challenge in itself.
• Up-front Design: Traditional approaches advocate up-front
design; hence all requirements are agreed upon in the beginning and are locked at the end of the requirement phase. On
the other hand, agile advocates evolutionary design instead
of planned upfront design and hence accommodates changes
throughout the development phase.
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• Safety Analysis Techniques: The safety analysis techniques
are designed for traditional approaches; they do not fit well
with agile methodologies since they need a pre-defined stable
architecture and set of requirements.
• Requirement Elicitation: Requirements elicitation takes
place in the form of conversations, where insights into the
problem space, clarification of assumptions, and deeper understanding takes place. While these conversations are rarely
captured because of their ad-hoc nature, tools should provide
a mechanism to record unstructured requirements elicitation and transcribe them to a more structured model when
appropriate [21].

2.4

Tracing Safety Requirements

2.4.1 Problem. It is evident that to find a middle ground between
agile principles and requirement traceability matrices we need to
keep documentation composite. Hence all requirements do not
need to be traced, there must be an approach to identify critical
safety requirements which must be documented and updated.More
specifically, in traceability pattern we address the problem of
“What factors determine that any given requirement is safety
related requirement?"
2.4.2 Solution. In this pattern, we propose a method to identify
safety requirements. As advocated before we propose to use an
amalgamation of the traditional modeling approach and agile principles. It will shorten the documentation and time the agile team
needs to spend on documenting requirements. Instead of taking
a formal approach for all requirements, they will do it only for
selected ones.
We propose a feature based criteria to select requirements for
traceability. At the beginning of the project, the requirements can
come from:
• Safety standards,
• project Stakeholders,
• Safety analysis.
At this point, in the beginning, we take these requirements and
relate them to each feature of the product. One requirement may be
related to more than one feature. For example user authentication
is a requirement which will be fulfilled by developing a feature of
login. But "login" can be required to access many other features
of the system as well. Hence, when those features are developed
it must be checked if login is still working properly OR it is not
effected adversely. We design iterations around these features. In
each iteration, we track safety requirements relevant to the feature
being developed figure ??.
At the start of every iteration, the whole team will have a meeting
to decide safety requirements or if there is any change/update in
these requirements. During the development, the change can come
through two sources:
• Changes to existing safety requirements,
• Changes that will influence code that directly or indirectly
belongs to a safety requirement.
The rest of the process for enlisting and tracking requirements
remain the same during the whole development process.

To mark any requirement as “DONE”, it must be verified that a
relevant feature has been completely built and delivered AND all
dependent features of that requirement are also built and delivered.
The requirement will not be considered “DONE” if there is any
feature of the system directly or indirectly related to the requirement that is still in the process of development. Then it proposes to
have upfront design, enough to start the project but allows space to
change or update it during the whole development life cycle. It can
fit into the iterative nature of agile while carefully keeping track of
changes relevant to safety without compromising safety standards.
2.4.3 Consequences. (+) A list of upfront high-level safety requirements makes it compliant to many safety standards.
(-) An important requirement may not be identified and will not be
traced.
2.4.4 Problem. "How to trace safety requirements throughout software development?”
2.4.5 Solution. This is a pattern for traceability of selected requirements throughout the software development life cycle. The method
is a hybrid approach of traditional safety-critical development approaches and agile principles. Identify safety requirements and
trace only selected requirements during the whole development
process. Use an iterative approach to develop the project as it will
pave a way for more validated short and timely outputs, also team
does not need to plan everything upfront. However, it is important
to note that the team must have enough knowledge of requirements
in hand that they can sketch an idea of the whole system to start
with.
The method to keep track of requirements must be formal. It
can be a document, database or some online tool that facilitates
such tasks. Each safety requirement will have a code attached to it
which will represent some basic information like relevant features,
unique id, and version. Codes for features can be selected by the
team working on a project. If there is any update/change in the
requirement, its updated version will be created. If there is any
update or change in any requirement, all of its mentioned “relevant
features” must be checked for updates and tested for validity and
verification.
This will balance out the problems that teams face when adopting
agile process models for the development of safety-critical systems.
It will provide a form of upfront planning but can deal with the
iterative nature of agile. It will not create too heavy documentation
to handle, as not all requirements are accounted for. The time required to perform these steps at the beginning of the project and
start of every iteration is not very long and hence the principle
of “working software in short iterations” is not affected. It will
move the team from the ad-hoc approach of taking requirements to
formal documentation but only for a particular set of requirements,
safety requirements in this case. Since it is only for specific kinds of
requirements it will not add burden on a process in terms of time
or documentation.
At the end of each iteration, the whole team will discuss all requirements for next iteration, as is normal practice in agile, but now
they will select safety requirements that will be traced throughout
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the process OR will update the trace document of safety requirements. This update can be in terms of adding a new requirement,
modifying any current requirement, giving the status of “DONE” to
any requirement OR selecting a set of requirements for the next iteration. The second idea addresses the complete goal in terms of short,
small goals. By complete the goal, we refer to the final product required. A team can collectively decide the goals to be safety-critical.
So when there is any requirement change is requested that is directly related to one of these goals or it has an impact on these goals,
we need to include it in requirements that must be traced. These
values can be mapped to create a matrix that can be evaluated for
each iteration.
This pattern can bridge the gap between agile principles and
safety standards. It can work with comparatively less documentation but at the same time it maintains log for safety requirements.
2.4.6 Consequences. (+) The maintenance of the traceability documentation is reduced because of a short number of requirements to
be traced.
(+) The proposed pattern compliments the meetings of agile teams
before each iteration, it will help to decide and update traceability
document for safety requirements.
(+) The pattern supports the idea of using automated tools OR document self-created by the team.
(-) With iterative development, it is difficult to validate and verify
system-level behavior.

2.5

Known Uses

Wang et al. [28] applied Scrum, an agile process model to the Safe
Home project, a safety-critical system. They applied an approach
to safety stories and STPA for developing this safety-critical system. Their research provided the first practical and empirical view
of applying agile to safety-critical systems. With this approach,
they found that there were challenges in communication, priority management, and acceptance criteria for safety requirements.
They suggested looking for solutions in terms of safety stories,
pre-planning meetings or regular safety meetings [29].
Implemented [23]the agile practices within Abbott Diagnostics.
The company completed two projects side by side one with agile
methodology and another with the plan-driven approach. They concluded that the projects they completed with agile have cost savings
of 35 percent to 50 percent as compared to plan-driven projects.
They also faced some challenges with an agile approach, which
included accommodating changes, applying the agile approach completely. They had to adopt a hybrid approach by combining VModel
and Scrum. They reported having traceability issues, lack of upfront
planning and managing multiple releases with some other ones.
Applied [11] agile approach to image-guided surgical toolkit
development. He reports among major issues the problem to perform hazard analysis, specifying and analyzing safety requirements,
testing those requirements and compliance with safety standards
and certification.
All of the above mentioned have used Scrum from agile process
models and have reported problems in the tracking of requirements
and analyzing critical requirements in the process, this is the issue
addressed by our proposed pattern.

3

PATTERN FOR TEST AUTOMATION OF
SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS IN AN AGILE
WAY
3.1 Context
In recent years agile methodology has proven to be useful in the
process of software development for different kinds of software.
Here we are particularly concerned with safety-critical software
development. Testing is another huge area that needs to be addressed when we talk about safety-critical systems. Testing can be
manual or automatic. Safety-critical systems go through rigorous
testing as a part of their basic development process. When we try
to address the development of safety-critical systems automated
testing can be helpful to adapt agile for their development as in
agile we are looking forward to reduce documentation [31] [16]
and time. Dustin et al. [9] gives definition of automated testing as
the automation of tests include the usage of automated tools for
testing, execution of scripts for testing and verification process for
testing of requirements.

3.2

Motivation

Karhu says [20] that manual testing takes a lot more time as compared to automated testing. Automation of tests also increases the
efficiency for performing the steps to produce same functionality of
system repeatedly. This is in particular a huge help in performing
the tests repeatedly and iteratively when there are any changes to
the software. Automation of tests can take up to 50 percent of total
project effort, but it is worth the investment.
Testing can be tough task to handle especially when developing
with agile approach. Testing needs to be handled in same way and
given same importance as other artifacts during the process, or
even more. Preparing a right suit of tests can save a lot of time and
effort; carefully developed test strategy can be used repeatedly and
incrementally. In today’s world it even has more importance due
to rapidly changing nature of software requirements and speedy
integration needs. This brings in the demand of efficiency and reusability. According to [1] Almog testing is the most expensive part
of development. Automation should be applied in testing wherever
possible to reduce expenses; at least repetitive tasks can be handled through test automation. In case of safety-critical systems, a
thorough approach is required to adapt the procedure.

3.3

Problem

It is evident that testing is one of the major areas of concern for
safety-critical systems. When we try to develop such complex systems in an agile way, automation of testing needs to be handled
with extreme care.In this pattern we address the problem of
“How to perform automated testing in order to achieve the reduced documentation and time in the process of developing safetycritical systems by agile approaches?”

3.4

Forces
• Documentation: Agile suggests using lean documentation,
testing needs detailed documentation that needs regular
updates.
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• Traditional Testing: In traditional approaches, testing is
not an iterative or incremental process, instead, it is considered a linear process. In agile, testing must be handled
iteratively. Since all agile approaches work to deliver working software in small iterations. For example, scrum works
in sprints; each sprint is an iteration and at the end generates some output. The idea is to deliver running modules in
short sprints. Similarly XP, another widely used agile process
model, advocates small releases of running software
• Cost and Time: Testing is most expensive part of project,
needs a lot of time and cost to perform, whereas agile focus
on rapid development in minimum cost possible.

3.5

Solution

We present a testing strategy as continuation of requirement traceability pattern defined above. As we are grouping requirements
on the basis of system features, we propose to do the same with
testing. We propose to have automated tests to check each feature
of the system. As the process is iterative and incremental, with
each iteration new changes can be checked manually, whereas the
whole feature can be tested automatically to see the effect of change.
And to make sure that even after the proposed change system’s
particular feature is behaving appropriately. In safety-critical systems we have to keep track of every requirement, along with any
change requested in the requirements, testing in this scenario can
be automated to certain extent only and with great care. In the
light of critical nature of safety systems, we propose to perform
manual testing of each requirement when it’s implemented for first
time. When the second requirement belonging to same feature is
implemented, first is tested again automatically. In this way the automated testing is performed incrementally along with requirement
implementation.
Each new requirement is tested manually, and all previous requirements are tested automatically related to one particular feature
of the system. When one feature is marked as complete, the same
procedure is repeated. Let’s say we have feature 1 completely developed and tested, now we are implementing requirement 1 of
second feature, this requirement will be manually tested whereas
feature one will be automatically tested during testing phase. When
any change comes in a requirement of any feature, the changed
requirement’s implementation will be tested manually and all completed features will be tested automatically in testing phase, to
make sure that there is no harm done to already completed features
of the system. The proposed approach will be repeated with every
new requirement, any change in current requirements and every
iteration of development. This will decrease the load of manual
testing, although we cannot eliminate it completely, but this hybrid
approach paves a way to develop safety-critical systems with agile
approach incorporated by finding a middle ground to suit the needs
of both.

agile where teams are multi-functional. The same team can work
on requirements and testing to consider the requirement as “DONE”.
(+)This pattern supports the idea of using automated tools to shorten
the time span of testing.
(+)The proposed approach of testing will enable to test multiple
features at every iteration; hence can be useful to test system level
behavior.
(-)The process of testing is dependent on identification and implementation of requirements if an important requirement is not
identified it will not be tested and traced.
(-)The process is completely dependent on people working in a
team and hence chances of human error cannot be neglected.

3.7

[19] Have presented a case study on testing of software for nuclear
reactor. These systems are safety-critical systems and hence highly
fragile. The process adapted for development must be thoroughly
traceable and it must conform to certain safety standards. Jee et.
al [19] have presented an approach for automation of testing for
this system. Their tool provides test coverage for function block
diagrams, which are intensively used in such systems. They took
test cases prepared by experts of this domain for protection system software. By using automated testing through the tool they
developed they found out that there were many paths not covered
by manual testing performed by expert testers. Further they have
demonstrated in a quantitative way a detailed analysis of results
generated by tests. Their case study promisingly conveys that the
idea of automated testing is extremely effective in safety-critical
systems. Further they argue that this approach is more effective in
terms of accuracy. It is highly intuitive and provides continuous
monitoring progress.
They [17] applied the software based self-tests referred to as
SBST frame work for automation of tests to support the design of
an industrial programmable logic controller. This unit was designed
for hydro-electric power plants. The approach provided extremely
efficient feedback on software based self-tests in terms of detection
of faults and summary of the diagnostic coverage. They further
argue that this approach can be used in up front design, since it
does not require hardware. Up front design is one of the main
requirements for development of safety-critical systems. It works
by injecting faults in the system for testing and hence approach can
be used in an agile manner of development too by introducing new
faults to check newly developed features of the system. Both of the
case studies presented above argue the importance and usefulness
of automated testing in safety-critical systems. Furthermore, it can
be observed that the approach used for automation of tests in these
cases can be adapted easily in agile way of development and is in
line with our both patterns.

4
3.6

Consequences

(+)Through automation of testing, there is no compromise on testing at any stage, automation only helps in reduced documentation
and effort.
(+)The proposed pattern fits well with the current team structure of

Known Uses

CONCLUSIONS

The first set of patterns for requirement traceability paves a way to
develop safety-critical systems with a hybrid approach that finds
a middle ground between traditional safety approaches and agile
development principals. It is a fact that safety-critical systems cannot be developed completely with agile approaches, however, since
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we have proven advantages of agile process models for development we have given a method to include them in the requirement
engineering phase of development for safety-critical systems.
Test pattern describes a way of automation of testing for safetycritical systems. Testing can be a hybrid approach of traditional
testing strategies for safety-critical systems and using automated
tools where possible. Our proposed pattern pin points the areas
and applications of automated testing in the agile iterations while
keeping the rules of safety standards in tact in the whole procedure.
These patterns can be used as complimentary patterns with
each other or can be used separately also. This leads to a complete
approach of designing iterations in agile manner with complete
traceability of requirements and testing in time efficient manner
through careful selection of safety requirements and test automation.
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